Newcomer in Bonn?
Looking for empowering yourself?

We are here to support you!

Peer Learning (Co-Working)
Every Monday 09:00-13:00
Chromebooks and personal support are provided

Sprachcafe Deutsch
Every Tuesday 18:00-20:00
German speaking with an experienced language teacher

Location
The Tannenbusch House
(near Tannenbusch Mitte)
Oppelner Straße 69, 53119 Bonn
Email: create@tannenbuschhouse.de

Monthly Workshops
June-November
Focus on professional development and integration.
Topics will be adjusted to participants’ needs (for example application training or business development)

Looking for empowering yourself?
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We are here to support you!
The Study Center

Study center is an integration project run by Unity Effect e.V. at The Tannenbusch House. The main goal is to empower newcomers and refugees in Bonn. Main focus is on joint learning, peer-mentoring and professional support.

We Offer

1. Access to space, digital resources and mentoring.
2. Knowledge about local offers e.g. personal and leadership development, learning opportunities, public events, job & internship opportunities.
3. A community with like-minded people to connect to.

Additional Support

1. Project and business development workshops with our partner Conscious Business.
2. Leadership development offers via Unity Effect (see changemakerjourney.org).
3. Network meetings every Sunday evening and further offers of the Tannenbusch House like improvisation theatre, creative writing, storytelling and much more.

We speak English, Arabic, German, French.

For more information
Website: www.tannenbuschhaus.de
Page: facebook.com/thetannenbuschhouse
Group: facebook.com/groups/1325040360920599/
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